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The economy of industrialized nations is undergoing a profound trans-

formation. Variously labeled the "new Industrial Revolution," the "electronics

revolution," the "new information economy," the "computer revolution," and the

of the Integrated Circuit," the impact of advanced electronic technology has

4
ready altered products from wristwatches to office machines to space vehicles.

igh technology industry is the fastest growing sector of the U.S. economy

and its already widespread impact promises to become even more profound in the

4Ifuture.1

This research study-focuses on the relationship between high technology

companies and educational inst#utions .in California's northern Santa Clara

County, a major center of technologically sophisticated industryr The area iS

the hoes of the nation's semiconductor industry, the foundation of electronics

today, and one that is Undergoing continuous expansion. This study explores

tha degree and manner in which educational institutions in Silicon Valley

are changing to meet the demands of a transforming technology--a technology

that may produce.changes'that "literally match'those of the steam engine."2

Over one hundred interviews with officials from education, industiy and govern

ment were conducted between January and July of 1981, and a range of related

documents was assembled.,3 A comparative study of the area near Route 128 in

Massachusetts, the other major center of,high technology industry, Ls planned

.for Pall,' 1981.

Senta Clara *ley is an ideal place to examine the impact of new tech-

nological forces on:educational practices. It is relatively'self-contained,

25 miles in length and 10 miles in width (from Palo Alto to San Jose), with

over 500 high technology firms which employ 17 percent of the labor force of

the county (compared to 2'percent for tha U.S.);
4

it is prOjected to employ up

to one third of total employment in the' county by 1985.
5

The extraOrdinary

expansion of the electronics industry accounts for the fact that the economy

of the county has been the most rapidly growing in-the country since 1975, and

on a per capita basis it has become California's most affluent metropolitan

6
area. Lower growth rates tO the future, howevere are projected partly because.

of a shortage Of both affordable housing and of Skilled personnel'.
7

Local.

educational and training institutiOnd have not produced graduates in technical

areas nearly fast.enough to keep up with:the personnel demands of high technology
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firms, and the formidable rise in the cost of housing in the last feW years has

made recruitment of Outsiders increaeingly difficult.
8

Given these conditions --.
*

an affluent, easily identifiable geographic area dominated by rapidltgrowing

high technology firms experiencing a severe Labor shortage-9one would expect

educational institutions in the county tO be influenced by and reasonably res-
,

ponsiye to the clung needs of these companies.. If curricula reflecting the

new revolution in tech4logy were tn be found anywhere., tfie schools in Silicon
Valls, should be.the place.

,

The responsivenessof educational institutions to local economic forces

depends, of Course, .an'ths level of education. The public schools (kindergarten

through twelfth grade>, community colleges, And four year colleges and universities
. ,

operate in varying social, financial and pOlitical contexts aid thus it is

necessary to divide our discussion among these levels.

I. THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

It was anticipated that the public sChools would be the most resistant to

market forces, and this expectation was confirmed by the study. if schools were

indeed responsive to major changes in the corporate order today,
10

we would

expect to see strong mathematics and science progrims at the elementary and

high school levels; expanding industrial arts and vocational courses in such

fields as electronics, computers, drafting, machining and welding; and the

widespread, organized adoptions of computers for student uie. The evidence

suggests'just the opposite. The Santa Clara Valley schools are vexed by the

( same problems that plague schools elsewhere in California and the nation.

A variety of indicators reveal that academic achievement in California

schools has dropped below the national average.
11

The state's high school

dropout rate is over twice the national average;
12

achievement scores for

1979-80 twslfth graders put them in the bottom one third of students nationally

in reading and written.expression and in the 42-44th percentile in math;
13

the SAT scores of University of Calffornia first year students have declined

faster in recent years than the nationt average;
14

and California students

take significantly fewer academic courses compared to students in other etates.

4
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Educators believe the academie decline is attributable in'part to.a lowering of

academic requirement, and expectations which occurred between the mid-1960s and

early 1970s, both in the schoolithemselves and in the admissions standards of

the University 9f California and the California state college system.16 The

fact that California has Plummeted to a position of 44th among tha states in its

share of incoma'devoted to public schools is also cited as 4 cause for the

decline,
17particularly since financial cuts brought about by Prosposition 13

and other measures have led to a shortening of the school day and an increase

of class size in many districts. The state has one of the highest pupil-teacher

ratios in the country.

Nationwide,.there is increasing awareness that a crisis is developing in

mathematics and science education. Enrollments in mathematics end science courses

are low. (especially'when contrasted with those in Japan, the Soviet Union and

West Germany), achievement test scores in mathematics and science have declined

since the 1960s, teachers in those fields are leaving in large numbers for better

paying jobs in industry, and veteran teacheis are being transferred into mathe-

matics and science courses which they are poorly prepared to instruct18. The

pool of newly trained mathematics and science teachers is virtually nonexistent.

La California, the problem is even greater since secondary students are less likely

to take advanced mathematics and science courses than their counterparts in other '

states. accOrding to Michael Kirst, Past President of the California State Board

of Education and Professor of Education at Stanford University, 65 percent of

'male students end 45 percent of female students nationwide take four or more years

of mathematics compared to 53 percent of California's males and 32 percent of

California's female secondary students. Only 5 percent of the state's pupils

take trigonometry. In science, anly 15 percent of the male students and,7 percent

of the femalso in California take three or more years of high school science,

about half the comparable percentages nationwide19. A study of California elemen-

tary schools found that students engage in science activities on average only

44 minutes per week20. A report of the California State Department of Education

acknowledged that on the whole, "science education is struggling in many of the

schools, particularly in Acindergarten through grade six.
u21 Nineteen percent of

the school districts in the state have made cuts in science programs and 12 percent

have experienced some reduction of mathematics courses as a result of Proposition

22
13 budget cuts.
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Administrators in four tha tha aight secondary schbol systems stud ed in the Valley

,Tha sehools in Santa Clara Vallay reflect these national an state trends.

rapqrtad that studant enrollments wara declining in either advanced mathematics

or science courses, a drop excaeding tha dramatic ovarall decline in enrollment

Of pupils in many of these schools. ("Students don't want to work that hard"

lamented t administrator of a high school in ona of the area's most affluent

high schoo .) 'Only ona'school official claimed that thara was increasing

popularity f advancad mathematics and science.coursas among secondary students

in his district. Six of tha aight high school districts surveyed are losing

mathamatics'and science teafilers to battar paying jobs in industry. Many of

tha districts hava laid off all thair yOungar taachars, including mathematics

and sciance instructors, as a result of budgat cute and/oedeclining enrollment.

Ona large school district in tha heart of Silicon Vallay has laid off all teachars

hirad after 1968. In all,of tha school districts, veteran taachars who are not

truly qualifiad to taach mathematics an4 science courses are being assigned to

instruct tham. All 'of tha administrators interview:1i agraad that it is difficult

to hira nawly trainad teachers in tha areavf Mathematics and science since,the

pool of eligible applicants is sO mall., Indeed, San Jose State Univarsity has

graduated only nine students in tha last fiva years qualified to teach ihe physical

sciences in secondary school. In_1980, the University's sacondary aducation

program had thraa graduating students cradentialad in mathematics, ten in the

lifa sciences, and two in the physical sciences23. Stanford University graduated

even fewer in 1981--three in science and one in mathematics. Public school

administrators interviewed wera alai; concerned about theOuality of recent

aducation graduates. Thair fears ara confirmad by national data showing SAT

scores of 418 in mathamatics and 389 in verbal aptituda among 1980 high school

seniors who plannad to major in aducation24.

It is important to kaap in mind that tha average achievement scores of

Santa Clara County students ara high compared with those of othar California

students. Tha school districts in tha waalthiast araas--Palo Alto, Saratoga-

Los Gatos, Los Altos-MOuntain View,'Fremont Union (which includes Sunnyvale

and dpertino)--hava aciliavemant scores that avaraga from tha 92nd to tha 99th

percentiles on a statewide basis. Secondary students in tha area's largest

school district, San Jose Upified, also rank high, naar the 80th percentile,

in achievement test scores. Only ona of the secondary school districts studied



had test scores averaging below the 50th percentile25. Nevertheless, the problem

of retaininesnd hiring quilified toachers'is a growing one for most of these

districts, end one that may lower fUture achievement levels. The magnitude-

of budget-cuts is large and can.be expected to have a depressing effect on

student learning. The President of the California Teachers Associated has

recently pointed out that all bu three of the 33 Santa Clara County school

.,..;districts renk below state and n ional averases in per pupil expenditures.

The shortening of the school day in two-districts2! the layoffs of sll librarians

end counselors in another district, and the expansion of class sixes and elimina-

tion of small advanced classes in many districts are xamples of the kinds of

p 27
'reductions that are being made. This is hartly an atmosphere conducive to

.

strenthening and expanding solid academic courses.'
.

'The condition of industrial arts courses and vocatiaaal education programs

is also problematic. The educators interviewed in thia field were the most

pessimistic of any.group surveyed in this study.- Budget reductions have hit

,

these programs especially haid. A survey by the California-Teachers Association

found that one out of every four school districts in the state had cut back

.....

on vocational education and industrial arts courses,as a result of budget rip!.

28
ductions associated with Proposition 13. Many school districts have shortened

.

.
. .

the high school day by eliminating or making optional the sixth period, a

policy that hes forced reductions in industrial arts electives typically

offered in that, period. There is no longer a sixth period day for juniors and

seniors in the Sai Jose Unified School'District, and sixth period classes ars not

available to all eleventh a m twelfth grade students in the East Side nion Righ
I

School District in San Jose. There is little money allocated to purche ,

new equipment. At the Regional Vocational Center
in San Jose, a highly regarded

school serving six school districts which offers'programs in such.high demand

fields is computer operating and electronics, the capital outlay budget has

been slashed from.approximately $85,000 to almost nothing. Lack of new equipment

will soon begin to impair the quality of instruction offered at the school, in-

cluding some programs useful to high teihnology industry such as machine shop and

. welding.

Is the affluent northernmost part of Santa Clara County, the administrative

staff of the Regional Occupational Program (ROP), which services three high school
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- districtebas,been cut from seven to one and the program has so suffered

from tha amme extreme drop in enrollment experienced by all hools in that

area. Few programs relevant to high technology employment are now offered by

the RCP, and the local schools are unwilling to start new innovative industrial

arts.courses in the face of budget cuts and law student demand. As the local

high schools cut the courses that are prerequisites for the more advanced ROP

courses, usually atfered at sites away from students' home high schooli, the .

,

ROP courses either fall by the wayside ur are taught at a more elementary level.

The drop in,federal funds for vocational education has also hurt these programs.

Qualified teachers, lured by higher salaries in industry, are scarce and turnover

is high. For example, in the North County ROP, instiuctors for the electro-

mechanical drafting class frequently come and go, and in the last round of

hiring, there was only a single applicant for the position. Moreover, a survey
_

of the career plans of over 9,000 students in the ninth and eleventh grades

in North County schools (Fremont Union, Palo Alto Unified, and Los Altos-Mountain
.

View Union) shows no significant interest in scientific or technical careers.

Like students everywhere in the U.S., the most popular career choices were

performing artist, doctor, pilot, lawyer, and professional athlete. Electrical

engineer ranked eleventh on the list and electronic technician placed 42nd.

Theta are qome strong industrial arts and vocational courses relevant to

careers in electronics firms such as the nationally recogniied electricity/

electronics curriculum of San Jose's East Side Union High School District and

severaprograms at the Regional Vocational Center in San Jose. But efforts

to dissent:Lite the East Side curriculum elsewhere in the Valley have mat with

only Ittihad success. "Education is in a dismantling mode," said one education

official, lamenting the failure of other school districts to adopt such a'

promising curriculum. The fact that $100,000 worth of electronics equipment

sits idle in a high school classroom only several Silas from some of ihe leading

high technology companies is mute testimony to the tap between'high school

training programs and industrial needs. More ironic, the electronics instructor,

recently'laid off from the high school in a round of budget cute, now helps

manage training programs for electronics technicians in a nearby semiconductor

company.

One bright spot in an:otherwise bleak picture is the exponential growth in



the use of microcomputers in the schools in the Last three years30. Therekis a

grass roots movement among interested teachers and administrators (and parents

in some systems) who are enthusiastically.supporting the adoption and expansion

of computer cUrricula in the schools. Journals, newsletters, conferences and,

training programs for teachers in this field have abounded in the last ,couple

of years, Educators in Santa Clara Valley are among the national leaders in

organising And promoting the Use of microcomputers for educational purposes. '.

School teachers in the county have formed the Computer-Using Educators (CUE)

group which has a membership of over 700 people in 29.states. The founder of
. ,

the group, William J, Wagner, has been hired full time by the Santa'Clara County

Office of Education to help schools establish computer curricula. The programs

in some school.systems (e.g. Cupertino, Palo'Alto) have received national

attention. All of the administrators interviewed reported that their districts

were in the process of adopting or expanding'microcomputer programs. Most of

these districts have had to raise money from outside sources (often federal

grants) oi use money from School Improvement Program funds, Mentally Gifted

Miner programs or parent associations to buy the computers. Few districts
,

have enough money in their regular budgets,for-such purchases.

There is, however, a spotty quality to the rate of adoptions of computers

for instructional purposes in the,county. Same towns have elementary sihools
.

f

with excellent programs, but there is little or nothing available at the junior

high or high school level. In other towns and cities, the high-school may encourage

the use'of computers but there is no usi of computers at lower levels in the,

system. This ,hit or mils approach, which depends very much On whether or not

there,is an enthusiastic, skilled teacher or administrator (or parent volunteer)

in thOchool, contrasts with that of several other states, notably Minnesota,

which has a centralized, coordinated state-wide program, for instructional computers.
\

In California there has been no real state support or leadershipeducators and

parents have been an their own in seeking to establish or upgrade such programs.

It is'remarkable that, in spite of this, therm ds so much excite6ent and,effort

in this area of pedagogy. Still relatively few students in the Valley have been

exposed to computers an eny regular basis, but, despite the gloomy predictions

by many educators interviewed in this study, who cited teacher resistance and

funding problems, thi situation may ,change significantly within the next few

years. If a stable s:urce of funding were forthcoming, the rate of adoptions

9
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would undoubtedly occur at a much faster pace.

'At a time when high technology firms in Silicon Valley are anticipating a

continued lontrange demand for scientific and technical manpower
31

, it appears

that the local public schools have a reduced capacity to respond to that demand.

Not only are the schools constrained by fiscal austerity, thtly must also cope

with a variety of new demands oi their finances and energy - -special education,

bilingual instruction, competency testing and remediation in basic skills. These

new mandated programs, however meritorious in their own right, limit the schools'

ability tolupgrade and innovate in curricular matters. Moreover, 'imblic schools

have a.relatively decentralized power structure and have multiple constituencies

with competing demands, making it diffichlt to respond effectively to the needs

of any interest group32.

Industry has been responsive in a limited way to some of these problems

in the public schools in Santa Clara County in pars by drawing upon the ties mk

it has long maintained with the system. The best established ties between

schools and local industry ari the advisory councils mandated by state law in

vocational education programs. Both industry officials and vocational educators '

emmed satisfied with this relationship whereby representatives from employers give

advice on the organization and content of specific programs and courses. In some

instandes, local firms donate equipment to the schools. Many coipanies,have

participated in career days and have organized-plant tours for years. Another

otivioue but more recent link between the firms and schools is the Industry-

Education Council (IEC) of Santa Clara County, a grout; formed three years.ago.

The organization is a chapter of the Industrif-Education Council of California

founded eight years ago by large employers such as the Bank of America and Pacific

Telephone. The Council is a voluntary essociation made up of representatives from

busineis, schools (K-12, community colleges), labor,.and government, and is

funded by dues paid by member organizations, corporate Contributions and gov,ermment

grants. Most observers feel thit the specific programs of the group, which have

mostly tailored on the needs of low income youth, have been,successful. They

also point out that IBC meetihgs provide a neutral ground where educators and

industry reprIsentatives can discuss mutual concerns. Almost all of those inter-

viewed, however, believe that the IEC in Santa Clara County at this time is not

a powerful vehicle for the promotion of educational change or cooperation between
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industry and e'ducatiOre. LEC officials themselves are the first to admit the

difficulty of overcoming institutional inertia and cros..ageqcy suspicions when

forming a consortium to work4pn even Lvmall, focused projedt Some of those
_ ,

interviewed felt that the organization had the potential to pl y an important
%

leadership role on educational matters in the Valley. Statewide, the IEC enunciated

support for public education (Mai, 1980) shortly before the vote on Proposition

9, which would have mandated a out in the state income tax, and the organization

was able to muster the active support of eight companies (including two Silican

Valley firms) in lobbying for a 10 percent increase in the statl's 194X-82 budget

for public education.

Like most other businesses in the state, high technology industry has not

been an active participant in shaping educational policy faiths state legislature.

In fact, Silicon Valley firms, with a few exceptions, have been even less concerned

with public educatton than other business sectors. Some observers explain that

these companies, many of them new and rapidly growing concerns, have been so

busy developing and marketing their own products they have not had the personnel

\.
or energy to think about broader social issues. Compared with mote established

A

traditionalcompanies, they lag in contributions to aad involvement in tha arts

and charitable organizations. Others feel that there is so much competition among

companies for personnel (and SOUStiMills
for-product markets as well) that it is

difficult for them to unite on questions of schooling policy--or on almost any

social issue for that matter. Only recently have they been organized by the

Santa Clara County Manufacturing Group to work on local needs in housing, trans-

portation and energy. A recent statewide business-education conference sponsored

by the powerful California Roundtable had few high technology participants. Simi-

larly, these firms' absence from state IEC initiatives indicates their low profile

on educational matters. The high technology companies were largely silent on

Proposition 13 and Proposition 9, the two major tax cutting peoposals on tHe ballot

since 1978. An effort in the wily months of 1981 by educators at San Jose State

University and San Mateo County Office of Education to mobilize Silicon \Valley

industry support for improved science education resulted in three meetings character-

ized by low turnout (only 15 of 100 companies responded) and little consensus on

remedies33.

There is same variation among the high technology companies in the intensity

and scope of their interest in public education. Some firms are concerned only



with developing a specific.labor supply for heir company's short term needs,

whereas other businesses tiks a broader"view of school functions that strassai)

the naea for an intelligent citizenry. Soma companies make token afiorts tO

help schools but do so only to embellish their own community Image. Ming in

the industry want to improve ties with schools but do not knbv how to go beyond

traditionAl participation in career days and plant tours. To be sure, there are

same successful programs in Santa Clara Valley linking Schools and industry in

addition to those supported by the local Industry-Education Council. For

example, 13K has in-service training days for local vocatipel education teachers,
it semis employees to teach economics courses in juniot high schools as part

of.."Projact Business," and it takes a leadership role in "Juniot Achievement" 0
programs in high schools. Intel has donated equipment to local high schools,,e--

sponsors science fairs, and plans a moie.intensive effort to'comminicate the

industry's neade.toihigh fchool counselors. Seven companies in the area (and/

possibly as many at twelve eventually) have contributed the equiiialent of

$400,000 in loaned personnel andequipment to set up schoOls -shttin -a -school

in rao nearby San Mateo County high schools. The project, sponsored by the Mid-

Peninsula urban Coalition, w2.,ll focus on teaching computer technology and

electronics technology to T. tial high school dropouts. Signetics is planning

to support an in:!ervice summer training program in semiconductor technology

for high school electronics teachers in cooperation with San Jose State University.

Of all the companies hsadquart.rsfi La the Vqlley, Hewlett-Packard is
C.the undisputed leader in fostering in stry -education ties. William Hewlett

and David Packard have a longstanding personal interest in eduoition; theit5.

interest has left its mark on company'policy. David Packard, for instance,

spent ten years on the,Palo Alto BOard of Education. Unlike most companies,
Ah,Hewlett-Packard has a number of Jull time employees who.devota substantial

portions of their time to improving their contact with putlic schools. A com -

mittee of top executives is curtently examining ways in which the firm and the
;-

industry can provide more support for putlic education. It hai lobbied for

increased expenditupse of state funds for education end was the only high

technology cqmpany in the Valley to donate money La opposition td Proposition 1334.

Among other projects, it has loaned personnel and given quipment in support
4

of a nye drafting curriculum being developed at East Side Union High*Scholol

,District in San Jose and'the programs in computer and electronics technology'

12



sponsored by thellrban Coalition. Giftecrstudents from high sahools in the

Premont,UnioniRigh School District use Rewlett-Packard labilat night for cam-,

putar training classes. Intensive career ness programs at several area

high schools have been organized by the company ind it has fostered an "adopt-

& school" relationship at rwo Santa Clara high schools. Company officials have

been instrumentil in building the local'Industry-Education Council.

With the exception of Rewlett-Packard (IBM is often mentioned), high

technology firms have devoted.little effort to supporting the Vallly's public

schools end cultivating its long-term laborieupply. While.companz executives
4.

are increasingly concerned about perm:anal shortages and ttr-diterioratiag quality

of,public education, they do ndt view education aa s high priority issue. More-

over, most firms do not seem sympathetic to increased state funding,for schools, par-

ticularly if itleads to higher taxesel Many feel that California schools are so

poorly managed that administrators *mild waste any additional monies that wire

provided. They believe that school officials are not sufficiently awareof the

demand for high technology personnel and the consequent need to change school

curricula and student career awareness. Some executives also claimed that school

officials,are difficu1t to work with because they are.so slow cOchange. Many,

deplored the impact of teachers'.collective bargaining efforta on,the school

environmint. Rather-than lobbying for an increased and stable source of funding .

for.schools, executives would rather focus company efforts on providing support

for high technology programs in'spectic schools. It is possible, however, that

greater support for California public education may-eventually be forthcoming

,

from a newly formed task forcaof the California Roundtable, a group which rep-

resents the largest firms-from all business sectorS in the state. ,

A few company officials Were sympathetic to the financial condition of

public schools. One exasperated manager; who has long bee'n interested ia building

ties to public schools, accusea his company (and others) of being greedy and

, self-protective. "The companies are.always looking for an imiftediate return on

their investment" When they contribute to educational programs, he claimed. In-

deed, one company official admitted that the firm built,c166e ,ties to schools

only'when personnel shoreages were greater, and.then loosened those ties during

recessionary periods. The situation is perceived much the same way by educators,

who argue that industry has an overly, narrow conception of education, is short-

sighted and only concerned with immediate plofits, and ultimately could not be

2
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trusted.--"I wouldirt Couit on industry for anything," said one administrator.

'They fe/t that indUstry had profited from Propositimm 13 and had done little

with those-tax savngs to help the. schools. Educators,are acutely aware that-
,*

1 .

induitry -leaders held them in low regard. ("Industry thinks we are:monumentally
Screwing-ue admitted one Aisistant Superintendent.) 'Almost' All of those in

de

inchz407 sand ducaiion who have worked together on colleborative efforts point
to the difficUlty overcoming,these.barriers:that exist betweelpthem. The
mutual suspitinns and'organizatiotal obstacles Which have characterized business-

edueitide'relations;over the-years are nothing neW. What is new is-the shift
1

.in the. natioee_scOnomy towaid high technology and the srowing demand for,__.
. ,

wall educated persoMM414 Yet if Silicon Valley is any example, neither the

schools thimselveenor industry.istaking majorstepS to.strengthen existing
/IP

prOgrams or develop iew ones that reflect this economic transformation.
...,

I/. THE COMMUNITY COLLEGES

'The community colleges are more responsive to emerging corporate needs.

The colleges are mandatee*respond to local.market fdkces,'have not eXperienced,'

budget cutelas severe as those of he public' schools, teaCh increasingly-older
students who,*re aware of career Opportunities in high techhc?logy firms, and
have financial incentives which propel then to structure courses to fit indus-
trial trends. There are six coMmunity colleges in Siliconplialley and all of them
have a %sober of programs relevet to the electrodics industrY. Each year, the
schools serve over 100,000 students whose average Sge is between 25 and 30.
A recent study of California community collegesfound that approximately one
quarter of the students are real candidates for transfer to a four year.college

while slightly more then a third are enrolling in courses for an immediate
yoca ional prpose35. Many of these are already working full time and are seeking
to up rade their skills. Many commuriity college officials,arelea'rful of de-

,

clining enrollment in the future as they'see school attendance rates plummetingl,
in their feeder distrIcts. In order to keep enrollments strong, they feel that
they must develop or expand programs with industry. The budget cuts brought

about by Propositiod 13 have also led schools to seek out industry donations

of equipment. A number of industry o ficia pointed out that as a result of
a

14
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these forces, community colleges have boccie mUch more aggressiVe in seeking to

develop more cooperative relationships with industry.

Most-industry and education officialabelieve shat coMmunity colleges are

responding.te well:ai possible to the persOnnel requirements of the firms in the'
,

Valley. The:variety. and size Of programs relevant ts,higntechnology Companies

iivimpressive. Mission College waasstablished two years ago with a mandate

to coordinate programs with the neighboringleieCtronics.companies. A look
,

at the tentative five year plan of DeAnza College shows that they are very

r
concerned with responding to local market forces., Foothill College has highly

reserded technology programs, including an A.S. degree in semiconductor processing,

the aoly one of its kind in the nation. San Jose City College has the oldest

electronics teChnology program in the Valley and also offers'a range of other

coursekvalevant to high technology firms. The offerings at West Valley and
A.

Evergreen. Communiti-Colleges also include a number of courses and degree programs

in technical arises. bThe fact that these schools are relatively successful in

this regard-may help explain why some companies have not made education a high

priority issue. Enrollments in Aectonics technology and computer programs have

increased sigaificantly in the last few years. "We could fill up all the com-

munity colleges in the Valley with just electronics students" claimed one admin-

istrator. Several of the colleges teach approximately 11000 students each a,

year in either their electronics'or computer courses. All agree that even

these numbers do not begin to fulfill the personnel demands of companies, but

many business executives realize that financial constraints make it difficult

far the colleges to do much more.t Still, some 'argue that community colleges
4

are-even then not sufficiently vocational in orientation. J,

There are a vIriety of direct and indirect ties between local industry and

community colleges. Employer advisory committees exist in all of the vocational

programs, a relationship that has been'a fairly satisfactory one from the Point

of view of both industry and education people. One college went beyond that

and hired consultants from industry to develop an electronics curriculum when it

was in its formative stages. A number of companies make equipment donations to

the schools although the gifts are fairly sporadic and cannot be counted on by

administrators. Some of these gifts have been fairly substantial--e.g. Intel

donated $85,000 worth of new equipment to the electronics technology program

15
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at asion College when it was founded tmo years ago. Rewlett-Packard gave
th equipment for a self-paced electronics learning laboratory to nearby

Ca age of San Mimic. Intel, National Semiconductor'and Fairchild provided

some of the electronits laboratory facilities it Foothill College.. A few

electronics cOmpanies have cooperative or'work experience programs involving

community college students. For example, fifty Intel employees receive released-
,timie from the company to attdnd the,electronics technology courses at Missip

College until they receive a two year degree. Then, the students are promoted

by the company and return to their full time employee status. ,There are also

cases of companies allowing the colleges to come in and use their equipment

in a course--e.g. DeAnza College uses the Ulm facilities to teach a course

in computer-assisted drafting.

Another link between industry and the community'colleges is.provided by the
1

large numbers of part time teachers who are "moonlighting" from their jobs in

high technology"firms. Some college departments'rely heavily on these teachers.

The Engineering and Technology division of one college, for example, employs ten

full time staff and 90 to 120 part time teachers. There are obvious problems

associated with such massive temporary hiring-difficuliy id evaluatiris teaching

performance, constant hiring efforts, and lack of regular faculty to develop

curricula and handle department buiiness. However, the advantaies are that the

teachers are-up-to-dete an industrial practices and curricular, emphases can be

shifted quickly without having to retrain tenured faculty. Oftimes, the part

time' instructors provide advice on Updating the curriculum. It should be noted ,

here that there are only a handful Of qualified applicants for full time positions

in technical departments: An opening for a professor in semiconductor processing

at one school has not had vsingle applicant in the last year.

The community colleges have attempted to reach more students by providing,

courses at sites away from the campus, including company plants. Most of the

companies.studied offered such courses in their buildings, usually after hours,

'for the.convenience oi their employees. Sometimes the courses are part of the

firm's training program. In this case, the.classes are either iunded by the

community college aeOling as they ar1 e open to the public97 or, if they are closed

to company outsiders,'the company pays ior the course "contract'course").

Occasionally,'the company has some say in,the selection of the instructor. The
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colleges are eager to help provide company training in either of these two ways.

Tbe internal training programs.of firms in the Valley axe expanding rapidly'for

several reares: tha technology is changing so fast that workers must be ire-

queitly retrained; with high housing costs making recruitiment from other regions

difficult, it makes sense to upgrade and retain workers already on the payroi4;

and companies need to maks up for writing and mathematical deficiencies that workers

increasingly bring with them. Industry managers interviewed were evenly-divided

on the issue of whether commbnity colleges should play a greater role in company

training programs. According to most observers, the.need for community college

involvement in cOrporate training is greatest wnong small firms who cannot afford'

an elaborate internal,treining program, but there are many bureaucratic obstacles

to forming training consortia among these-cotpanies. For the most part, busifiess

managers were pLeased with the quality of community college courses offered in

their plants although there were a couple of cases where firms felt that a school's

training*materials were disappointing.

Id all of.these ways, then, the organization and curricula of community

colleges do reflect the needs of companies in Silicon Valley. The relationship

between education and business is an uneasy one, however. There is a fundamental

difference between the-profitoriented, shorter term goals of industry and the

longer range perspective of,, non -profit educational organizations. Schools move

slowly in hiring full time faculty and creating new programs and courses. These

decisions may take as long as a year. In contrast, Silicon Valley companies

chenge personnel and policies rapidly. In one company, the personnel director

hired engineers in such quick fashion that he was forced to rely on telephone

calls and telegrams rather than letters. The famed Silicon Valley management style

stresses informality,,innovation, a minimum of bureaucracy and a downplaying of

status differences in the organization38. The contrast between the cubicles of

.top management in several leading electronic s. firms and the traditional-offices

of educators and executives in other companies is striking. It is no surprise

that executives in these businesses become frustrated with what they perceive as

the glacial pace of educational change. Community college educators, for their

part, are cautious about fashioning programs carefully tailored to a particular

company's reqilirements. Some feel thatipersonnel demands are volatile and unpre-

dictable, and that companies' support for their programs is sporadic at best.

Educators /attitudes towardindustry have ad ambivalent quality: on the
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one hand, they aza critical of industry's motives and reliability but, on the other

hand, they are still eager to accommodate industrY's needs.

Miny managers would like the community colleges to drop liberal-arts require-

ments for the two year degree and adopt a mor: spaciiically designed vocational

program, similar to those of proprietary schools. They wouid also prefer that

the colleges offer more courses of flexible length (some a few days, others a

few months), beginning and ending at times that vary from the,traditional academic

calendar. According to this prescription,course content would change frequently,

and a particular class Might be offered only once and then dropped when no longer

needed. Educators, who see their schools as stable institutions with loni -range

plans, claim thet industry does

when it does know, end fails to

thinks even Aix months tato the

not know its own needs, articulates them poorly

develop future plans39. "Aorone in industry who

future is a visionary" commented one electrOnics

professor. The colleges find it difficult to respond to a 'corporate environment

where ohmage, is endemic.

The rapidity of technological change in the electronics industry poses,other

problems for the community colleges as well. "Evoirything is in a change mode"

obeerved one educator. All,of the community collage personnel interviewed felt

that it was extremely difficult if not impossible for them to have state -of -the -

art equipment for training purposes. Most felt that certain programs, such is

computer.assisted drafting, microwave technology, and vacuum technology, would

have to utilize company equipment on-site or the courses could nOtbe-deVel-nied-.--

'lei some firms object to on-site courses using their,facilities because of theii

fears that students will damage expensive equipment or that company secrets will

be exposed. (Concern with secrecy also makes some of them wary about their

employees revealing too much propriitary information.when "moonlighting" as

instructors.) Company donations of equipment have been helpful but insufficient

to meet schools' needs. Cuts in equipment budgets since Proposition 13 have made

matters worse40. There is also the problem of keeping full tine faculty up-to-date

in their area of expertise. Some schools appear to have been more,successful than

others in utilizing incentives to insure faculty,competence.

Another obstacle to cooperation between industry and the community colleges

is the rapid turnover among corporate personnel. The American Electronics Association

estimates average annual turnover of personnel in electronics firms at 35 percent
41

a year overall and as high as 59.percent in small companies. "Training directors



turn over like popcorn" said the director of one technology division in a local

college. Many in both industry and the community colleges report that when they

tried to develop a collaborative program, it fell through because the company

contact changed jobs. The turnover rate "must drive the colleges bananas" acknow -

lased one training official at a semiconductor company. The organization of

the companies themselves is often in a state of evolutiOn as well. Firms merge

or are bought out, new ones appear overaight, and product lines appear and dis-
.

appear. The stepped-up tempo of change which characterizes high technology

industry intrinsically makes it difficult for schools to react in a satisfactory

way.

Many companies are ambivalent about having their employees receive further

training on the job or in the community colleges. They want to retain their workers,

which often requires opening upward career paths for them, but then fear that

upgrading will cause these same employees to jump to a better paying job at another

company. Line supervisors resent losing workers for released-timed courses. During

periods of expansion, employees are often required to.mork overtime and have to

drop out of night classes. There are some firms which take a longer range view

and offer employees incentives (released-time) and rewards (promotions) .for completing

an entire degree program or a certificated course of study. However, many firms

give very little Ln the way of encouragement in this
.

re ard. Also, the short term

interest of some companies leads them to hire students away from community college

programs before they have completed the course of study. This trend helps account

for'the fact that the great majority of students whp take courses La technical

areas do not receive a two year degcee. Fear of companies hiring students prior

to graduation has led one college to forbid corporate recruiters from interviewing

their electronics technology students. One comPany offered to hire all the graduates

in the electronics technology program of one college sight unseen, an indicator of

, the intense demand for trained personnel in this field.

The operation of the California Wtirksite Education and Training Act (CWETA)

provides a case study of the difficulties which can beset efforts of industry -

education consortii to create workable programs. The $25 million dollar OJETA

bill was passed in 1979 as a result of electronica industry leaders' expressions

of concern to Governor Jerry Brown that community colleges were doing. an thadequate

job in training skilled workers. The Act provided money for community colleges

to work with firms in training Structurally unemployed workers for entry level
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jobs in industry and for training.lower level workers for more highly skilled

positions. The companies were to provide facilities, released-time and, finally,

a promise of jobs at the end of the training period. The California Employment

Development Department (M) was given the job of administering the program.

Almost everyone interviewed in this etudy felt that CWETA was nOt only "too little

too late "'(approximately 1100 electronics employees have been slated for training

as technicians thus far),
42
but was also so bedeviled by bureaucratic red tape that

the program was not worth the expenditure of so much time and money. Industry

people criticized aapects of the curriculum of the community colleges and their

rigidity in credentialing appropriate instructors, and college people felt that

company-based instruction was too narrow. Many companies, caught in an industry

slowdown, lost interest in participating when they realized they had to guarantee

jobs to thOse nompleting.the program. Roth industry and education personnel criti-

cized the coordination efforts of EDD. An exception to this general reaction is

the apparent success of the $2.5 million CWETA aleCtronica program,sponsored by die

College of San Mateo. Officials at the collage and cooperating companies are enthusi-

astic about that program.

Despite these difficulties, however, there is a good deal of eagerness on both

sides to develop more collaborative programs between community colleges and Silicon

Valley industry. Schools and companies that have employees working full time as

negotiators and brokers arranging contacts between the two institutions have the

greatest success in establishing cooperative programs; It is not easy for busy

representatives of different agencies in an2 sector to develop inter-organizational

tils let alone build links between institutions whose goals, values and organizational

structure are as variant as those studied here. Notwithstanding the budgetary and

bureaucratic realities which constrain community college administrators and faculty,

they appear to be moving in a direction more consonant with the evolving economic

trends in the area.

III. FOUR YEAR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

While high'technology firms and industry associations are increasingly worried

about theresponsivenese of public school and community college)5 to their needs,

they are most concerned about the acute shortage of engineers and computer science

graduates from undergraduate and post-graduate degree programs. According to
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lit Edward Lear, Executive Director of the American Society of Engineering Education,

"we have what is clearly an unstable situation calling for fast corrective action

if disaster is to be aVerted in our engineering manpower supply.
"43

Nationwide,

U.S. institutions of higher education in 1981 generated only one quarter of the

four year computer majors sought by industry, only one tenth of the Master's

graduates required and one quarter of tha Ph.D.s needed.
44

California state colleges

and uniVersities conferred 299 bachelor's degrees in computer science end 2,129

bachelor's degrees in electrical engineering in 1978-79. Tile U.S. production of

electrical engineers at all degree levels in 1980 was 17,548,.about the'same es .

the figure in 1971. Industry officials frequentlY cite the'fact that while Japan

has half the population of thelU.S., it graduates more engineers end its rate of

52'graduates is growing faster than ours4. Silicon Valley semiconductor campanies

are particula54 sensitive to this situation since they are in direct competition

with Japanese enterpriee. The California Employment Development Department projects

en annual average of 1100 job openings-for electrical and electronics engineers and

806 openings for computer professionals for the next five years in Santa Clara

County alone46. Even though the three schools in the county--San Jose State Univer-

sity, University of Santa Clara, and StenfOrd University produce growing numbers

of engineering and computer science greduates (as.does nearby University of California

at Berkeley), the supply clearly will not eet the demand.

San Jose State University supplies more engineers with bachelor's degrees to

area firms than any other ichool. Long overshadowed by tha engineering school of

its eminent neighbor, Stanford, ,it enrolls approximately, 4000 students in engineering

(which includes computer science) and granted degrees to,323 undergraduates and 84

Master's graduates in 1981. (One hundred end rwenty-five of the B.S. degrees and

16 of the M.S. degrees were in electrical engineering.) A leading industry figure

celled the school the "unsung hero of the Valley" for,turning out so many graduates.

About 14 percent of the University!s undergraduates, whose average age is 27 to

28, are enrolled in engineering, a typical perCentage for a large state university

As job opportunities in the area have soared, student interest in engineering has

increased as wall. Enrollments in the last seven years have more than doubled

although graduate enrollments have been stable.

Hoirever, as a result of a serious shortage of full time professore, student

enrollments in engineering at SanJose State are deliberately limited, an increas-
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ingly common practice at schools across the country. Nationwide, almost'all `71/

engineering schools and computer science programs are having difficulty recruiting

engineering faculty. It is estimated that there are approximately 2500 current

openings for engineering faculty in the U.S.
47

In 1980, the state college system

in California lost more engineering faculty than it gained, according to one

engineering dean. Significantly fewer students today are entering and completing

doctoral degree'programs in engineering. There are several reasons for the shortage

of doctoral candidates and faculty according to a recent report of the National

Science Poundatien: high industry salaries prompt faculty to ,leave academe and

discourage younger students from pursuing teaching careers; class sizes are sub-

stantially larger than before; research-support is more difficult to obtain; and

university facilities for research are outmoded compared with.the more exciting

state-of -the -ert.researcli operations available in industry48. Efforts by San Jose

State's School of Engineering to peg faculty salaries to a higher scale than that

of other professors have thus far not met with-success.

San Jose State also has a Division of Technology separate from the School

o Engineering that offers undergraduates and graduate degrees in industrial arta

and industrial technology. Enrollment is high (520 majors) and gradates are

eagerly sought by industry. Some companies hire students in the program prior

to their senior year and then give the students released-time and financial aid

to complete the final year. Pew of the industrial arts graduates go into school

teaching, preferring instead to work for companies in their training programs.

Part time teachers from industry, knowledgeable about current trends in the

field, teach many of the courses. The program is suffering, however, from lack

of money to acquire new equipment. Officials estimate that the Division needs

at least $200,000 for new purchases but had a budget of only $17,000 for that

purpose in 1981.

The University of Santa Clara, a Jesuit institution with 7000 students,

enrolls 600 undergraduates in its engineering and computer science programs (17

percent of the undergraduate student body) and has 1,000 students in its part
a

time graduate program. In 1981, 80 undergraduates received a B.S. degree in

emgineering and computer scianc graduates received an M.S. degree in

those fields. Like San 'Jose tate, atu major engineering have grown

substantially in the last decade--enro ts have ed by one third in the
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last few years. The graduate Master's degree."eirly,bird" program, runiing five

days a week, 7 to 9 in the morning, is also increasing in size. Its courses are

taught by 150part time faculty who also hold full time jobs in industry, making

them well versed Lm current industrial technology. Enrollment of students in

under uate engineering courses is limited to the better students. The school

is d bating how much it should expand its enrollment. University officials fear

that a future drop in the labOr market for engineers might leave them "high and

dry" if they expand too much.

Historically, Stanford University has played a crucial role in the develop-

ment of SilicontValley Indeed, rather than merely reflecting industrial changes,
,

Staniord's School of Engineering actively created the high technology complex

under the leadership of its former dean, Frederick Terman. Terman, the "father

of Silicon Valley," became interested in developing science-based companies with

close links to StaV)rd in the 1930s, to be what he referred to se a "community

of technical scholars." Terman assisted La the formation of Hewlett-Packard in

1937 and he and the Physics Department provided support in the founding of Varian

as well in that same year. After the Second World War, when Terman became Dean,

he expanded the School of Engineering, encouraged faculty and industry people to

pursue collaborative work, supported faculty in efforts to start their own com-

panies, developed .the Stanford Industrial Park which rents to high technology firms,

and began a part time graduamprogram open to local company engineers. As Provost

and, Later, as Vice President of Stanford, Terman built up the Chemistry Department

in a way that encouraged the formation of a dew wmp4x of companies in the area,

specializing in biology and medicine. New bioteChnology companies are still forming

there, drawing on talent in the Medical School andrelated disciplines.

Stanford's reputation for national leadership and excellence in these fields

remains. In 1981, the School of Engineering graduated 256 bachelor's recipients,

707 Master's degree students and 130 Ph.D.a. Approximately 18 percent of the under-

graduate student body is now majoring in engineering or pre-engineering. The

awarding of graduate degrees has not dropped as it has elsewhere. Stanford produces

one out of every eight Ph.D.s in computer sciences in the country. The University

is in the process of developing.a Center for Integrated Systems (CIS) whose objec-

tive is to "train the new people, students and mid-career professionals, and to

generate the new scientific and technological ideas that will be required to

develop very large scale integrated systems (VLSI) tO their full potential.""

23
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The microsleetronics center, one of the few in the United States, will coordinate

efforts of several disciplinss and 4111 produce 30 Ph.D. and 100 Master's degree

graduates each year who are billed as the "ney breed of systems-oriented scientists

and engineers." The-Univers4ty's School of Education is also just beginning a

Master's program in interactive educational technology which will train computer

software personnel foi schools and industry. IronicaIlyT)howaver, the School

of Education has 4most compbetely abandoned its rola in training public.school

teachers in the fields of science and mathematics.

It should be noted that the California tagislature jdit allocated $2.6

million to construct a microelectronics center, to be known as MICRO, at the

nearby campus of the University of California at Berkeley. An additional $1

million of research funds to be matched by industry contributions was also approved.

The impetus for the center came from Governor Jerry Brown and executives at Intel,

National Semiconductor, and Advanced Micro Devices, all,Silicon Valley semi-

conductor firms.. This was the first year tgat high technology corporations began

to focus on state level political action. The original proposal 'calling for $5

million of grants for 'research to be matched by industry was scaled down by the

Legislature, but Brown's staff hopes that additional funding will be forthcoming

in future budgets. MICRO will be run by a committee composed of equal numbers

of state government, university, and electronics industry representatives. Most

of the research money will fund joint industry/academic projects. Brown's desire

to establish a center,that will maintain and further develop his state's tech-

nological leadership in microelectronics is being duplicated in other states. The

North Carolina General Assembly has appropriated $24.4 million over the next two

years to establish a microelectronics center in the Raleigh-Durham area, "North

Carolina's answer to Silicon Valley." The center will be affiliated with five

nearby universities and, like MICRO, will be run by a committee of industry and

education people. A similar center is being developed at the University of

Minnesota financed by the University and major corporations in the area. Some

have contributed $2 million each. -Company research facilities will also be

utilized in that consortium arrangement.

The ties between industry and schools of engineering ate closer than those

between business and other levels of the educational system. Although neither

educators north* industry people are fully satisfied with the relationship, the

links are comparatively strong. Because of Stanfordii intimate involvement in
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the creation and expansion of electronic and bio -medical firms in the Valley,

its relationship with industry is close and enduring. Approximately 350 employees

from 50 area companies'are enrolled 14 the StZford Honors Co-op Program,'a

part time Master's program taught partly through an interactive television system

located in the companies themselves. The companies pay their employees' tuition,

double the normal fee, and provide ramped -time. Auditors,and "non-registered

options" (students who take the course including examinatians, but receive no

credit for'it) are also allowed, for a fee, so tha courses reach several thousand,

students. Professors grumble about the additional workload these latter students '

generate and oompanies complain that so faw of their mnployees are accepted into

the highly selective Co-op program. Stanford refuses-to expand the enrollment of

students. The percentage of Stanford engineering,graduate students who are

supported by business has gone "up, up, up" in the words of one,school oflicial,

so that now between 25 and 35 percent of the students have their tuition paid

by industry. Because of Stanford's selectivity and high tuition, several Silicon

Valley firms are also developing a similar part time degree program with the

University of California at Berkeley.

In addition to ties with industry through faculty consulting, student hiring

and the Co-op Program, Stanford runs an Industrial Affiliates Program which

brings in $1 to Z million a year tO the School of Engineering. In exchange for

having a special recruitment relationship and access to information about ongoing

research projects, companies donate an average of $10,000 a year to one of 15 or

16 subgroups of faculty. Each subgroup has some tan contributing companies

associated with it,'and the'faculty can use the funds for whatever professional

purpose they wish"(equipment, travel, fellowships, etc.). The School also has

an Advisory Board that includes top indusery representatives whose function it

is to review the School's overall program. The new Center for Integrated Systems

is being partially financed by corporate spOnsors. Thus far, eleven companies

from across the country (including Hewlett-Packard, the anly Silicon Valley firm

of the eleven) have each cantributed $750,000 to help construct the new micro-

electronics center. Ongoing research in this area is now heavily supported by

the federal government but Stanford officials hope that eventually at least half

of all research funds will come from industry. Campanies can expect to receive

several concrete benefits'from their sponsorship of CIS: 1) they will be

allowed special opportunities to observe tha work of students at the Center and



will be given preferential treatment in racruiang-them; 2) although research

projects will be approved by a committee composed,only of Stanford personnel, CIS

vill try to tailor research to the needs of companies and-Vill make findings availa-

ble to sponsors; 3) corporate staff could be temporary residents of the lab; and

4) the Center will deirelop state-of-the-art educational materials thad can be used

Li company training programs. Companies which are Affiliates but not Sponsors
"51"will receive a limited sampling of CIS activitiei. CIS"toirectori,'John G.

Linvill, believes that carporate contributions to the Center and the subsequent
.

flaw of highly trained graduates to Oa companies "will represent a new relationship

between univiceities and industry, comparable in hsportance tO that which developed

between universities-and the federal government following World Wai II.
"52

San Jose State and theibiversity of Santa Clara also have a variety of direct

ties with Silicon Valley industry. Both Schools of Engineering have Advisory

Committees composed of hiih level company executives. The advice of these executives

can be particularly valuable when now programs are being developed. San.Joee

State solicits corporate donations for its epgineering program and hes mucceeded

in raising several hundred thousand dollars in the last year. At Santa Clara,

if donations are made, they ate given to the University as a whole. San Jose

State offers IMMO graduate level engineering courses on -pits at &roe companies.

Companies make equipment donations to the schools although university officials

(disagree aii,to their usefulness. (Comments ranged from "we get junk" to "we

survive off of industry.") Educators would lika the coispanies to involve them-

selves more closely in engineerins education and develop a deeper understanding

. of the problems the schools face in acquiring modern equipment and racuiting faculty.

The corporations generally devote more time and money to developing good

relationships with university and four year ocelots engineering schools ani depart-

ments than they do with building ties to community college programs and public

schools. Many companies have personnel assigned full time io.college relations

and university recruitment. Executives frequently serve on advisory boards of the

schools. Companies such as Lockheed, IBM, Intel and iewletr-Packard have been

fairly active in,developing ties to program's. .Most of the larger firms studied

have establishid a nationwide'program of "key schools" whereby they target their

equipment danations, grants and visits to schools that are most likely to meet

their employment needs. These efforts to cultivate fruitful cOntacts sometimes



include San Jese State and the. University of Santa Clara and almost always

include Stanford.

Because of the current crisis in the supplS, of engineeringIaculty, more com-

penis. are considering stepped up efforts to aupPiement faculty salaries by-hiring

them in the summer or as'consultanta, to loan induatry personnel to teech, and

to endow professorships in engineering liphoors. Increased equipment 'donations

and financial contributions are alSo being contemplated. Electronics companies

are lobbying in Washington for tax credits;Lfor corporate contributions to university

rieearch and development efforts. The American Electronics'Aesociation has

established a national blue ribbon combitee to,foreulate plans for corpo te

action in eegineering education. TheL,Obair of the Committee, Dr. William

Perry,, claims Universities and corporations alone should'deal with the cris s.

Re argues that government "is not the appropriate vehicle for, action," an o iniOn

shared by officials of other'industry groups as well.
53 A contrary view, howe er,

is expressed by Vincent S. Baneman, outgoing Preeident of the American Socie

fez' Engineering Education, who believes thai'-ultimately government wilI.have

intervene. :71The problem we4ace is so Vast that- no one in industry can. tee;

A large amount of the funds we need will have to-come from public coffers.'
.54

WLle comPanies are'symThetio to the financialiialems of engineering anh

the computer scienOe,programe, exeCutives are still critiCal of the colleges

for not shifting more resources away fAom liberal arts into-Eechnical disciplines.

They feel that liberal arts ficUlty have tommuCh a4tonomy and influence in,univer-

sity decision-.making: Faculty in traditional disciplinea are seen as obstructing

the development Of high technology programs. However., the problems, Of fiscal

austerity in higher education in general, the,specter of declining enrollment,'ind'

fear of fluctuations in labor markets also make administrators tious about investing

heavily in expensive vocational programs withOutsignif an oUtsid

In sum, contacts between-.high technology ind stry and technical

upport.

ograms

in colleges and'universities are relatively clos . Undergraduate student,enroll

meats in engineering and,computer science aregrowing in Sauta Clara Valley, but;

the currant output Of students from undergraduate'and graduate ,prOgeamsis still

not keeping Up with the deiands of,a rapidly growing industry-,

CONCLUSION

'Public schools have been the least responsive and elite institutions of
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itigher learning, especially, Stanford, have been.the mott.responsive to the demands
t-

of the high tichnologymconomy in Santa Clara Valley. . In fact, in the case of

Stanford, the causal direction is reversed in part since this university played

such a significant role-in developing the industry_to begin with., Community

Colleges and four yeasJuniversities atalsiaking, efforts to develop or expand programs

that arncangruent with the needi of science-based local industry. Eut pone

institutions are still struggling to find the stiffing and resourcle deeded to

establish ancImaintain thriving programs.

The public schools, starved .for funds andbeset by the conflicting demands

of many constituent groups, are moving in a direction,opposite to the economic

trends in the area. Induitry appreciates. ths_financial 'difficulties of community

colleges and univiisities, but it has, witha. few exceptions, littl.nympathy for

the fiscal condition of the public schoOls. Managers who were interviewed did'

not generally believe that.en infusion of funds wet necissary for upgrading and

redirecting school curricula. Executives were far more willing io donate finids,

personnel4nd equjpent to community Colleies and universities because students'

were closerin ge t the point of,employment and because funds *could be easily

Cargoted to specifi prograls. Business people want a, eturn on their

investment, somet'hth public schools can rarely deliver , as one prominent

buaineiru leadir observed, even when'company executives want t help solve% the

problems of the,public schools, "the problems ere so big, so b reaucritic and

complicated that You don't know where to begin." That sentiment as-echoed bY

another executive who said simply "it's, hard to know Wher 8 on.what to

do." 'There are a few-signs that high technology companies are beginning,to

think more abbut "what tO-.do" as they come to recognine that publiC schools are

the core of the nation's echicational syeteM, an&the system is in,decline relative
p

to that of their foreign competitors.

/t is saft.to say\that educational institution() will never.be,as responsive

to industrial "dimands'is the private Sector would like. And rapidly'developing

industries lika elictronics have special characteristics which mike industry-
.

'education relations more strained than they would be in other corporate environments.

If schooling iniSilidOn Valley is any example, the "new industrial revolution"

may unfold a bit mOre'slowly and unevenly than anyone thought.

23
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